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Table 1.1
Options for Content of long-term and Short-term Planning

Option A
Option B

Planning
Short-term
Identify detailed solutions to
teaching problems
Identify detailed solutions to
Identify problems of teaching
teaching problems
and refer to solutions contained
in the long-term plans
Long-term
Identify teaching problems

Figure 3.1
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Table 3.1
Sample Ways to Teach and Learn
Sample Philosophical
Sample Formal
or Psychological
Approaches, Strategies
Approaches
and Methods
Analytic
GENERAL:
Behaviourist
Audiolingual
Child Centred
Communicative
Classical
Discovery Learning
Contemplative
Inquiry
Constructivist
Language Experience
Critical
Montessori
Democratic
Silent Way
Existential
Total Physical
Holistic
Response
Humanist
Whole language
Idealistic
Perennial
Pragmatic
Progressive
COMMERCIAL:
Realist
First Steps
Romantic
Letterland
Scholastic
Reading Recovery
Scientific
Teacher Centred

Sample Models of
Class Organisation
Coteaching/Cooperative
Teaching
Collaborative Learning
Group work
One-to-one teaching
Peer Tutoring
Whole class
Station teaching

Sample Teaching and
Learning Actions
Brainstorm
Collect
Conduct
Create
Debate
Demonstrate
Describe
Design
Direct
Discuss
Draw
Drill
Exhibit
Experiment
Explain
Hypothesise
Interview
Investigate
Lecture
Make
Observe
Perform
Plan
Play
Pose
Practise
Present
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Sample Objects and
Products
Book
Concept maps
Diary
Dictation
Example
Film
Game
Garden
Idea
Line of Development
Model
Patch study
Picture
Podcast
Poetry and rhyme
Place
Problem
Project
Puzzle
Quiz
Reflective journal
Result
Route
Sample
Sculpture
Story
Task

Sample Resources

Balance
Base ten materials
Bench
Camera
Chalkboard
Computer
Environment
Guest Speaker
Instruments
Magnets
Mat
Puppets
Software
Textbooks
Tool
Virtual tour
Word processor
Webquest
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Produce
Question
Read
Recall
Recite
Record
Research
Role play
Solve
Summarise
Survey
Talk
Tell
Test
Understand
View
Walk
Write
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Trail
Transcription
Visit

3

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

Figure 3.2
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4
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A graphical representation of x + 1

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

Category 4

Category 5

Memorise facts,
definitions,
formulas

Perform
procedures/solve
routine problems

Communicate
understanding of
concepts

Solve non-routine
problems/make
connections

Conjecture,
generalise, prove

Easier

Figure 3.3

More Difficult

Continuum of challenge for students
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Figure 3.4

The Casino at Marino in Dublin
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Table 4.1
Examples of Different Ways of Differentiating a Task
Differentiation by

Strategy

Task

The core task could be modified by asking some children, who find writing in
a second language difficult, to draw pictures accompanied by key words
instead of writing the full "recipe." The task could be extended for high
achievers in the language by asking some children to make a breakfast recipe
booklet that includes steps for making a range of breakfast foods and beverages
such as tea, toast, cereals, and various kinds of egg.

Outcome/Choice

The outcome of this task is open ended and allows room for student choice.
Some children may choose to describe the steps for making orange juice, tea,
toast, boiled egg, scrambled egg, cereal or something more elaborate; the
teacher could restrict the choice for children who find it difficult to decide
where to begin.

Group

Most children will work on the oral activity in pairs, with each person taking a
turn to describe the steps orally to a partner before each person writes the steps
individually. Children who are less competent in speaking the language,
however, could be paired with another child and each pair of children could
describe the recipe to another pair; subsequently the recipe could be written by
a pair of children.

Resource

Some children may not know how to prepare the chosen food or drink in their
first language. To support such learners, recipe cards illustrating steps for
making one food or beverage could be prepared and made available to support
those children; they could first put the pictures in order and then use a word or
phrase from the language being learned to state what is to be done in each one.

Support

The support given to children by the teacher could vary according to what
children need; support may include clarifying the requirements of the task,
keeping some children on task, prompting children with needed vocabulary
(squeeze, boil, toast) or directing children to where they would find the
necessary vocabulary, and prompting children with recipe suggestions.

Pace

If some children finish quickly, the teacher could suggest that they illustrate
the steps or create a mini-book of breakfast recipes; the teacher can also alter
the pace depending on the needs of the class, by saying, for example, "you
need to explain this very slowly and clearly because this is the person's first
day working here" or "you need to give the instructions quickly because guests
in the hotel are waiting for their breakfast."

Dialogue

Questions directed to children may also vary so that children are challenged to
respond with different levels of language sophistication: what do you use to
make.......? what is this for? how do you make it? did you ever make this at
home? how? which do you prefer to eat/drink? what would you serve with it?
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Figure 4.1

Visual aid for the chocolate problem (Illustration by Emer O’Boyle)
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Figure 4.2
Dropped kerbs were developed to support the mobility of people in wheelchairs.
However, their presence also benefits the mobility of parents wheeling buggies, young cyclists and
travellers pulling luggage.
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Table 4.2 Continuum for throwing skills in physical education
Junior Classes
Lower Middle Classes Upper Middle Classes
Throwing for
Experiment
Over-arm throw
height and
throwing various
of beanbag, ball,
distance
objects for height
foam javelin from
Beanbag
and distance
standing position
Under-arm
Under-arm
Short run and
Over-arm
release object
Throw mediumsized ball from
standing position

Senior Classes
Develop over-arm
throw
Short, fast-paced
approach run and
throw
Develop shot-put
throw from
standing position
using primary shot

Table 4.3 Continuum for drawing from observation and developing awareness of line in the visual
arts
Junior Classes
Lower Middle Classes Upper Middle Classes Senior Classes
Draw line and shape
Draw a variety of
Draw still life
As for previous classes
seen in natural and
natural and made
arrangements
made objects
objects
Draw aspects of the
Draw details of human
Draw a classmate
environment from
figure
different angles
Draw the human
figure
Begin to represent
familiar figures and
objects with free lines
and shapes
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Develop personal
symbols to represent
familiar figures and
objects visually

Interpret form,
creating surface
texture in line, pattern
and rhythm

Interpret the human
figure and progress
beyond personal
symbols
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Table 6.1. Sample Rubric for Group Task of Arranging a Familiar Song and Performing it for
Classmates.
Excellent

Very Good

Good

Fair

Awareness and
control of pulse
(Beat) and
tempo (speed or
pace)

Tempo chosen
was aligned with
the mood of the
music throughout
the piece and
maintained
constantly - may
include
deliberate
variation for
expressive effect.

Selected tempo
was aligned with
the mood of the
music and
maintained
throughout the
piece.

Made an effort
to align the
tempo with the
mood of the
music, but was
not consistent
throughout the
piece (e.g.
speeding up)

Tempo not
obviously
matched to the
mood of the
music and/or
tended to vary
throughout the
piece

Awareness and
Control of Pitch
(high and low
sounds)

Melody is
produced
accurately and in
tune without
accompaniment.

Melody is
produced
accurately and in
tune with
accompaniment

Melody is
accurate but may
exhibit some
hesitation, even
with support.

Song is not
pitched
accurately
or
Song melody
contains several
inaccuracies

Awareness and
control of
Dynamics
(loud/soft),
phrasing and
expression suited
to the words and
mood of the
song

Aesthetically
pleasing
performance of
the song as a
result of
attending to
dynamics,
phrasing and
expression
relative to the
words and mood
of the song.

Obvious
implementing of
decisions around
dynamics,
phrasing and
expression
related to the
words and mood
of the song

Some evidence
of attending to
dynamics,
phrasing and
expression to
suit the words
and mood of the
song

Little evidence of
use of varying
dynamics,
phrasing or
expression to suit
the words and
mood of the
song.

Source: Terms and explanations adapted from (Government of Ireland, 1999d).
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Laura has 135 books. Sarah has 19 books fewer than Laura. How many books has
Sarah?
Mark had £758 in savings. He spent £125. How much savings had he left?
135
- 19

£7 5 8
-£ 1 2 5
135 = 1 hundred, 3 tens and 5 units = 1 hundred 2 tens and 15 units = 13 tens and 5
units = 10 tens and 35 units
4 3 5 – 1 2 3 = ___

-

435
123

Start with 275 and take
away 53. What is left?

Figure 6.1

If I had 231 marbles and I
gave away 87 of them.
How many had I left?

Diagnosing difficulties in understanding subtraction
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Table 6.2 STEN Scores Received by Students in a Hypothetical
Primary School Class in a Standardised Test
Student No.

Sten Score

Anna

1

Barry

4

Claire

10

David

3

Ethna

10

Fiona

7

Grace

7

Hilda

6

Ivan

5

Jack

6

Kai

8

Laura

6

Mark

8

Nora

8

Oliver

6

Patrick

7

Quentin

6

Rebecca

7

Sarah

5

Teresa

7

Una

4

Vicky

6

William

8

Adam

2

Maya

7

Conor

4

Delia

2
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Table 6.3

STEN Scores Organised According to the Number of Students in each Category

STEN SCORE

STEN SCORE

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

10

2

5

2

9

0

4

3

8

4

3

1

7

6

2

2

6

6

1

1

Table 6.4

1

NUMBER OF STUDENTS

One Way to Interpret STEN Scores1

STEN SCORE RANGE

DESCRIPTOR

FRACTION OF STUDENTS

8-10

Well above average

Top one-sixth of students

7

High average

One sixth of students

5-6

Average

Middle one-third of students

4

Low average

One sixth of students

1-3

Well below average

Bottom one-sixth of students

This table is adapted from (National Council for Curriculum and Assessment, 2007, p. 63).
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Box 6.2. Sample Analysis of Class Scores on Standardised Test
In this set of results the STEN scores range from 1 to 10, with most students (16) concentrated in
the range of scores from 6 to 8. The number of students who received STEN scores of 4 or less
was below the number that would be predicted (7 students in the class in contrast to the 9
students predicted) whereas the number of students who received a STEN score of 7 or higher
was higher than predicted (12 students in the class in contrast to the 9 students predicted). This
generally above-average score is consistent with what might be expected in a class where most
parents value good achievement in school and convey to their children a desire for the children to
do well in school.
STEN scores from the previous testing period are not available but it would be interesting to check
whether students' scores were generally similar or higher or lower than when tested on previous
occasions. Only the results of Jack and Vicky caused some surprise to me. Based on their
performance on other assessments and my monitoring of their work, I would have expected Jack
to have received a higher score and Vicky received a score that was higher than I expected. Jack
missed some time during the year and this may have adversely affected his performance on the
test.
The table above does not provide data on students' performance across domains of the subject.
This would be helpful in indicating aspects of the subject on which students performed well or
poorly during the year and would help inform how topics might be approached next year.
Anna, who received a STEN score of 1, has not been diagnosed with having a learning difficulty
that would affect her performance in the subject, though this performance is consistent with what
I have observed in my time teaching her to date. Raising this matter with her parents will be a
priority and one that will be done in person rather than in the end-of-year school report. Some
kind of additional support for her would be helpful to enhance her future performance in the
subject.
Adam receives a lot of support from home, but has been diagnosed with a specific learning
difficulty and this condition may be affecting his performance in this subject area as in others.
Delia’s mother indicated that she herself found school difficult and that she didn't perform well in
school. As a result, she is unable to help the student at home. This information needs to be
conveyed to next year's teacher so that in-school support can be given to help her break out from
what may be a family cycle of learning difficulty.

Box 6.3 Multiple Choice Multiplication Question

What is 4,236 x 3?
(a) 12,708
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(b) 4,249

(c) 8,472

(d) 1,412
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Draw a line under the second word:

Ellen jumped over the puddle

Figure 6.2

Misinterpreting the question

Definition: a low
area between
hills, or an area
drained by a
river

Other
Geographical
Terms: estuary,
floodplain,
source, erosion

Example: Boyne
Valley, Nore
Valley, Nile
Valley

valley
Synonym: vale,
ravine, glen,
canyon

Figure AI.1

Antonyms: hill,
mountain

Word map for ‘valley’
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1. NUMBERS: The set of real numbers is infinite, and each real number can be associated with a
unique point on the number line.
2. THE BASE TEN NUMERATION SYSTEM: The base ten numeration system is a scheme for
recording numbers using digits 0-9, groups of ten, and place value.
3. EQUIVALENCE: Any number, measure, numerical expression, algebraic expression, or equation
can be represented in an infinite number of ways that have the same value.
4. COMPARISON: Numbers, expressions, and measures can be compared by their relative values.
5. OPERATION MEANINGS AND RELATIONSHIPS: The same number sentence (e.g. 12-4=8) can be
associated with different concrete or real-world situations, AND different number sentences can
be associated with the same concrete or real-world situation.
6. PROPERTIES: For a given set of numbers there are relationships that are always true, and these
are the rules that govern arithmetic and algebra.
7. BASIC FACTS & ALGORITHMS: Basic facts and algorithms for operations with rational numbers
use notions of equivalence to transform calculations into simpler ones.
8. ESTIMATION: Numerical calculations can be approximated by replacing numbers with other
numbers that are close and easy to compute with mentally. Measurements can be approximated
using known referents as the unit in the measurement process.
9. PATTERNS: Relationships can be described and generalisations made for mathematical
situations that have numbers or objects that repeat in predictable ways.
10. VARIABLE: Mathematical situations and structures can be translated and represented
abstractly using variables, expressions, and equations.
11. PROPORTIONALITY: If two quantities vary proportionally, that relationship can be represented
as a linear function.
12. RELATIONS & FUNCTIONS: Mathematical rules (relations) can be used to assign members of
one set to members of another set. A special rule (function) assigns each member of one set to a
unique member of the other set.
13. EQUATIONS & INEQUALITIES: Rules of arithmetic and algebra can be used together with
notions of equivalence to transform equations and inequalities so solutions can be found.
14. SHAPES & SOLIDS: Two- and three-dimensional objects with or without curved surfaces can be
described, classified, and analysed by their attributes.
15. ORIENTATION & LOCATION: Objects in space can be oriented in an infinite number of ways,
and an object's location in space can be described quantitatively.
16. TRANSFORMATIONS: Objects in space can be transformed in an infinite number of ways, and
those transformations can be described and analysed mathematically.
17. MEASUREMENT: Some attributes of objects are measurable and can be quantified using unit
amounts.
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18. DATA COLLECTION: Some questions can be answered by collecting and analysing data, and the
question to be answered determines the data that needs to be collected and how best to collect
it.
19. DATA REPRESENTATION: Data can be represented visually using tables, charts, and graphs. The
type of data determines the best choice of visual representation.
20. DATA DISTRIBUTION: There are special numerical measures that describe the centre and
spread of numerical data sets.
21. CHANCE: The chance of an event occurring can be described numerically by a number
between 0 and 1 inclusive and used to make predictions about other events.
Box AII.1. Big ideas in primary school and lower secondary school mathematics. These are taken
either verbatim or slightly paraphrased from Charles, R.I. (2005). Big ideas and understandings as the
foundation for elementary and middle school mathematics. Journal of Mathematics Education
Leadership 8(1), 9-24.

345
- 169
Box AII.2 Subtraction Question

23 134 15

- 1 6 9
1 7 6
Box AII.3 Subtraction Algorithm Completed

4 1/2
- 1 3/4

4 2/4
- 1 3/4

3

4 6/4
- 1 3/4
2 3/4

Box AII.4 Subtraction of Fractions Algorithm

Hours Minutes
2
6
3
4
- 1
5 3
1h
9m
Box AII.5 Subtraction of Time Algorithm

9) 4 46 19
5 2r1
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Box AII.6 Division Algorithm
Table AII.1. Questions that can Help Prompt the Development of Mathematical Skills and
Practices.
Mathematical Skill or Practice

A Question that Might Help Promote Use of
the Skill or Practice

Understanding and recalling





Implementing





Applying and Problem Solving






How does the commutative property help
us in adding/multiplying numbers?
How do you define a ...?
How are adding and subtracting related?
Can you estimate what the answer would
be?
How would you explain that using base ten
materials?
Describe how you solved that problem.
Could you have done it another way?
How did you get that answer?
How can you be sure that your answer is
correct?
Compare the way you and _____ solved the
problem.

Reasoning




Why...would that give the correct answer?
Someone else got this (different) answer,
how do you think they might have got that
answer?

Integrating and Connecting



Could you draw a picture to illustrate how
you approached the problem?
Could you think of a faster or more efficient
way of doing that?
How does that connect with what we were
doing in fractions/decimals/3D shapes etc?




Communicating and Expressing
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Do you agree or disagree with...?
Put into your own words...
Are you saying that....?

18

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

1

764 ÷ 38

149 ÷ 27

371 ÷ 69

452 ÷ 37

759 ÷ 81

2

684 ÷ 75

957 ÷ 51

356 ÷ 72

587 ÷ 16

863 ÷ 47

3

978 ÷ 98

862 ÷ 34

739 ÷ 49

829 ÷ 76

738 ÷ 36

4

657 ÷ 73

739 ÷ 38

649 ÷ 43

287 ÷ 17

947 ÷ 67

5

382 ÷ 51

467 ÷ 48

523 ÷ 27

439 ÷ 82

176 ÷ 18

Box AII.6. A Typical Set of “Tasks” from a Conventional Mathematics Textbook.

Use the fraction method to find:
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

1

50% of 250

10% of 170

331/3 % of 156

1% of 32g

25% of €68

2

20% of 60kg

121/2 % of 24

30% of 425

60% of 320

10% of €32

Box AII.7. Sample Problems from a Textbook where Students are Told which Method to Use.
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TIME
9:20
9:40
10:05
10:15
10:45
11:00
11:10

12:00
12:30
3:00
13:30 –
14:00
Figure AIII.1

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
Assembly/Settling in
Language 1 (Focus on reading activities and oral language)
Roll Call/Informal Conversation in Language 2
Mathematics
Arts Ed. (Music)
SESE (Science)
Short Break
Mathematics* SESE
Language 1
Arts Ed
SPHE (30
(Integrated)*
(Focus on
(Drama)*
mins)
writing)*
/Language 1
(Writing – 20
mins)*
Religious Education
Lunch Break
Arts Ed.
SESE (History) PE
SESE
PE
(Visual Arts)
(Geography)
Language 2
Language 2
Language 2
Language 2
Sample timetable for teaching junior infants and senior infants

*Each of these subjects is intended to be taught in an integrated manner through play-based
activities.
Time allocation: Language 1 (3 h 15 min); Language 2 (2 h plus informal conversation at roll call);
Maths (3 h 20 min); Social, Environmental and Scientific Education – SESE (2 h 5 min); Social,
Personal and Health Education – SPHE (30 min); PE (1 h); Arts Ed (2 h 50 min); Discretionary (0 h);
Religious Education (2 h 30 min); Assembly 91 h 40 min); Roll call (50 min); Stories are incorporated
into the teaching of all subjects to develop children’s imaginations and their vocabulary.

Exploratory play:
Constructive play:
Creative play:

sorting and matching activities, geometric shapes.
blocks, playdough, materials for collage and junk art, jigsaws,
sand and water
open-ended materials such as lengths of fabric, off-cuts of wood,
lengths of plastic tubing. Any items that are safe can be used and
the children can use them to make different things every day.

Pretend, fantasy &
socio-dramatic play:

clothes for dressing up, objects such as cash register and
stethoscope, home corner, small world play.
Physical locomotor play:
plasticine, writing activities.
Language or word play: board games, listening activities, book area, word games.
Box AIII.1 Play Areas in One Early Years Classroom
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Table AIV.1. Reasoning strategies that children may use in preparation for producing number
facts from memory.
Addition Number Facts

Multiplication Number Facts

Commutative pairs (e.g. 5 + 3 = 3 + 5)

Commutative pairs (e.g. 5 x 3 = 3 x 5)

Add zero (0 + n = n)

Times zero (0 x n = 0)

Add one (next number)

Times one (1 x n = n)

Add two (next number and the next number)

Times two (same as doubling)

Add ten (Only the tens digit changes)

Times four (double and double again)

Doubles (4 + 4, 7 + 7)

Times five (can be linked 5-minute intervals on
clock)

Near Doubles (E.g. 4 + 5 = 4 + (4 + 1) = (4 + 4) +
1
Through ten (e.g. 7 + 4 = 7 + (3 + 1) = (7 + 3) + 1

Times nine (Multiply by ten and subtract one
set)
Times ten (Digit(s) move(s) one place to left)
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Figure AIV.1
When Prancer leaves the North Pole, he’ll arrive at the Tropic of Cancer before he
arrives at the Tropic of Capricorn. (Illustration by Emer O’Boyle)
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Figure AIV.2 Using the pegword method to remember features of life in Britain after World War
II: (a) bun; (b) shoe; (c) tree; (d) door; (e) hive; (f) sticks. (Illustrations by Emer O’Boyle
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Studying, typically an individual activity
Leads to

Things students can do such as
1. Recognise inferences
2. Discriminate between correct and
incorrect inferences
3. Produce inferences
4. Generalise inferences

Examples: Homework,
revision for exams

Leads to

Based on

Information students produce
1. Verbatim
2. Interpreted
3. Constructed

Self-regulation is how students manage
their thoughts, emotions, behaviour and
environment to achieve academic goals
and they can be learned in primary school.
It includes motivation and

Come from

Study skills for learning
material
based on memory
Examples: sets of flashcards,
mnemonics

Study skills for getting down
to work
based on time management,
effort management
Examples: Do difficult work
when most alert, vary types
of study tasks, break up big
assignments into manageable
chunks, schedule breaks

Study skills to think about
what needs to be learned
based on selection of
information, comprehension,
integration
Examples: Create cognitive
maps and story maps, generate
questions and relations among
ideas, summarise in own words

Figure AIV.3 Cognitive map summarising ideas about children developing study skills to help them with their homework
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Study skills to think about
studying

Learned
from
systematic
instruction
and
through
repeated
practice

based on monitoring one's
studying
Examples: Self question;
select, monitor and use
strategies

Take time to learn

Are context-dependent
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